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1980 SI Final Performance Report

INTRODUCTION

This is the fiRal performance report of the project,"1980 Sualmer Jpstitute,

for Educational Research on Asian Americans." Jhe goal of the project was

to Increase the participaeion of Asian Americans in'the field of educa-

,

tional research
r and development (educational R & D). Specifically, the,

project sought to enlarge the Informal network established by the 1979

Summer Institute participants, to create 8 forum for the exchange of

.01 knowredge and the discussion of challenging problems, and to increase the(

.research skills of participants.

The Project was funded from November 1, 1979 through October 31, 1980. The

actiiities conducted between 'November 1, 1979 thrOugh January 31, 1980 were

summarized in the last progress report. This final report will summarize

the activities and tasks completed from February through October 31,

1980.
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DESCRIPTION OFoikTIVITIES

r
An information and apOtication brochure was prepared. Two khousand copies

Were distributed by February 15 based on the project 6iling list. The,

application deadline was set at March 31, 1980.

The project steddily received'inquiries from people Who read about it-in

news releases. Another two.hundred brochures were sent out 6 these

people from february/to May 1980:

7

SeldctjOn of Participants

All together', roximately seventy tomplete applications were reC6ived.

The project director met with two other educational researchers, Dr.

agyon Chan of the Univeristy of California,los Angeles, and Dr: Bob

Suzuki of the University of Massachusetts, during the Annual\QpIg.rence of

the National Association of Asian and Pacific Americans in April The

three selected fifty participants for the Institute. Seven received travel

..grant, eight received living stipends and fifteen received both travel

grants and living stipends.

Courses and Lectures

Four courses were planned for the 1980 Summer Institute. They were 1)

qualitative/quantiebtivethods in educational research, 2) esearch on

bilingual education, 3) quantitative methods in,pOlicy anal sis, and "4

language reSearch in education.

a -

.
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Qualitative/quantitative methods in educational Desearch. This course was

taullyit by Dr. Harold Le\line of'Lhe Univprsity of California, Los Angeles.

TH1 course was designed, to introduce participants to the basic conceptual

agd Oactical issues involved in naturalistic reseach. Epistemological

and methodological assumptions Which underlie naturalistic research,

4

1 e

Alpical features Of design, and principles Which govern data reductiotLancil
4 ,
A .

fanalysis were discussed. Through both lecture and in-clasi exercisels,

:4

participants wre introduced to,basic skills in parttipant-observai
).i

on

-,

t, ,

* research, such as observational and'r&coisding 'strategies, data stolage and

.1
t

: retrieval, and intervi.ewing. .

The course also devoted time to quantitative approaches in naturalistic

-t research. Svbstantive problems within whi5h some of the methodological

considerations were illustrated came from the instructors' own research in

ra-pua, New Guinea, ang on mentally retailed school children in the Los

Angeles area, and from other sources.

Two.guest lecturers delivered presentations diking the course. Dr. Karen

Watson-Gegio, Associate Professor at Harvard University, gave the lecture

"From Observation to Interpretation: the Emergent Nature of Ethnographic

Fieldwork." Dr. Sluart Berde, Assistant Professor at the University of

Massachusetts, Boston condUcted 8 seminar on how to collect data, from

interviews%

This Was the most popular course at the Summer Institute and was

4

attended by over twenty people.

3
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Research on bilindual education. This course was team taught by Dr. Kenyon

Chan of the University of California,.Los Angeles; Dr. Ruby Takanishi of

the Bank Street College of Education, New YOrk; Dr. Luis Ortiz-Franco of

the National Institute of Education; and the project director.
a

This course was designed to familiarize the participants with current

research literature on bilingual education. Fifteen research studies

related to'Asian American biringual education were introduced to the

participan-Cs during each seminar; each team of two to three participants

was assigned two studies. The tems prepared annotations on the studies

and presented the studies to the clasg. Lecturers led the critique of the

studies, interpreted the findings, and suggested alternative researck_

methods and further studies. Various research issues were selecfed for

in-depth discussion as they appeared in the studies reviewed. This course

was attended by approximately fifteen participants. Towards the end of the

course, participants again divided into small groups of two to four and

designed resebrch studies of their own. These wdse also presentqd to the

class for critique.

451 Quantitative metkods in policy analysis. This couNe was first going to be

taught by Dr. Charles Benson of the University of California, Berkeley.

However, Dr. Benson was appointed to the Commission..on School Finlnce and

had t6 resign the lectureship because of conflict of interest. Instead,

a,

tile course was conducted by a team consisting'.of Dr. Federico Macaranas of

Manhattan College, Bronx, Dr. Setiko Nishi of:Brooklyn College, Brooklyn;

-and Dr. William Liu of the University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.

This course explored research topics on policy matters-affecting the

education of Asian Americans. Participants investigated educational issues



with quirititative tools of analysis, particularly in the fields of equity

theory.. Special emphasis was placed on the social st;ucture linkages to

education (home and work environment) as these pertain to Asian Americans.

The course was'divided into three parts. Part I was taught by Dr. William
A

Liu and.was on the relationship or 'family and educational equity. Part II

was taught by Dr. Federico Macaranas and was on-government policy and

educational equity. Part III of the course w6s taugnt by Dr. Setsuko

Nisni. She presented theories toward educational equity for Asian

Americans.

Dr. Federi6o Macaranas also presented two lectures, one entired "A Cri-

tique of Social Indicators of Equality," the other entitled "I ues in the

Theory of Educational Opportunity and Its Measurement."

Language research in education

Dr. Heidi Dulay of Bloomsbyry West was originally slated to handle till-144s

course: However, because of previous conflicts with the Berkeley Unified

School District, her ontract was not approved. A eam of lecturers was

gathereipo share the respbnsibilities of the class. They were, Dr. Mae

Chu-Chang o's,4 National Instit te of Education, Dr. Rosita Galang4of the

University of San Francisco, and Dr. Donaldo Macedo of Boston University.

This course introduced the participants to theories and recent reseerches

on first and second language acquisiton. Issues, misconceptions, and

research on mother-tongue maintenance for language minority children were

discussed. It further went into relationships between reading and oral

language development.

5
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Dr. Bruce Fraser and Dr. Maria Brisk of Boston University were guest

lecturers. They presentedtopics oh second langdage acquisition character-

istics in terms of interlanguage hypothesis, the effects of interference,
f

and neurological., psychological, cognitive and sociological factors on the

order, rate and success of acquisition. Proposals for investigating the

acquisition of functional rather than grammatical competence was also
,

proposed and discussed..

This course was organized because of the large number of participants in a

1
similar course at the 1979 Institute. However,Ionly four participants were

enrolled in the course this year.

Ofher Presentations

/

In addition to the lecturers and seminars, 'special.guests and participants

gave presentations at the coffee hour from 8:30 to 10:00 each morning.
,

,
Gladys K. Hardx: Opportunities for Educational Researchers in the

. Federal Government.

John Wu: Adult Education and Working in Washington, D.C.

- Jean Kim, Mka Yee, Pat Blinde, Gayle Yamasaki: Roles of Asian
American Women in Educational Research.

Christine Lim, Elizabeth Kumimoto, Kathy Au, Amy Agbayani, and Glenn
Hirata: Education in Hawaii.

Mae Chu-Chang: Funding Opportunities at the National Institute of
Education.

Akemi Kikumura: Media in Education.

,

6
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Grantsmanship Wo kshop

To simplify the recruitment effort and take advantage of.the gathering of

the participants, the Naltipal Association for Asian and Pacific American

Education (NAAPAE) organized a grantsmanship workshop for the Summer

Institute participants. This workshop was well attended. Detailed pro-

ceedings of this workshop were submitted by NAAPAE to NIE in a separate

report and will\not be reported On here.

Facilities

Boston University cooperated fully with the Summer Institute. Dean Paul

Warren of the School of Education hosted, making available to the project

and its participants classroom facilities, library privileges, recreational

facilities, and emergency health care services. The Boston University

Bilingual Education Resource Center al,so supported the Summer Inatitute by

providing office space, telephones and secretarial sePvices. Dr. Donaldo

t(
.

Macedo of the.Boston Resource-Cen er served as the Boston Coordinator of
4

the project and made classroom and dormitory arrangements.
4.

Because"the institute was held in July when temperatures$easily reach

100(11 F the Institute arranged for air-conditioned dormitories and

classrooms. However, the week beCore the Institute, the housing off;iqe

Of Boston University informed the project that the dormitory,originaly

userved was Full, and that all the participants had to move to another

dormitory which di.14...* have air-conditioning,'

The SumMer Inst'itute was not able to inform all pa-rticipants of the last-

minute move, resulting in many logistical problems during registration.

7
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The classrooms reserved had air-conditioning facilities which were not

turried on because of ttfe University policy of energy conservation during

the summer months. The summer heat did disrupt some of the class activi-

ties.

..

,

Participants, .

There were forty participants in the 1980 Summer Institute at Boston.
.

Participants are broken down into categories in the evaluation report

'reproduced in the appendix. Of the\Participants, only one attended the 0
,

previous Institute. A large number of participants,wtreJrom the East

Coast, satisfying a major objective fai- conducting the Institute in

1

/
Boston. A roster of the partiC4pants,"their addresses and research

Interests IOreproduced in the apPendix..

Internship program

('-
- 4

The internshlp program was aimed.4at placing partic pants in educattonal R

'& D organizations to gain practical experience. I terns worked at these R

& D organizations far six weeks and received livin stipends from the

Summer Institute.
J

In contrast to last year, few participants were intIerested in and applied

tor the internship ,program. Of those who applied,ionly three were actually

placed. The difference in interest level was prob bly due to the fact that
,

more post-doctorates with jobs participated this y ar, and they were not
-

.
iInterested n any short-term internship program. JAnother reason was. the

meager stipend ($30/day) offered to the intern, wi1Ich is not enough to
T

,

support an ,intern working in an organization outsLde his/her hometown.

8
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Of the three interns; Mr. Glenp Hirata was placed with the Kamehameha

Egrly Education Project (KE.EP) in Honolulu, Dr. Jerry Huang and Mr. Mark

thow were placed with ARC Associates, Inc., Oakland.

During his internship at KEEP, Mr. Mirata worked wieh Dr. Griselle Spidel

on the analysis of a "cognitive-functioning" task performed by Hawaiian
4

children. He also prepared, under the supervision of Dr. Tom Klein,"an'

evaluation design for the College Opportunities Program at the University'
, -

of Hawaii at Manoa. Upon completion of the internship program, Mr. Hirata

was retained as a research assistant with KEEP.

Dr. Huang joined ARC Associates on the ongoing study, "Bilingual Education

in Chinese Communities," funded by NIE. During his internship,.Dr. Huang

participated in meetings on the Ciesign of the study and developed_various

student and parenqquestionnaires for data collection on attitudes of
4

Chinese communities toward bilingual education.

Mr. Chow'sianternship at ARC Associates was on project development.

During the six-week program, Mr..Chow worked with other researchers an

the development ol/proposals. Mr. Chow completed a proposal on the de-

,.

velopment of an educational film. This proposal was Later submdtted by Mr.

Chow to the Corporation for Public Brbadcasting.

Evaluation

The evaluation of the 1980 Summer Institute was designed to: (1) gather-

information on the merits of the project; (2) gather informatrion useful to ,

;I
the planning of the 1981 Summer Institute in Hawaii; and (3) invtstigate

possibilities for seeking possible long-tetm direction and future roles/of

the Instit6te.
4 ,

9
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The 'evaluation Was conducted by three volunteer Summer Institute.partici-

pants: Amefil Agbayani, wh will play a major role in organizing the

1981 Summer Institute in Hawaii:* Mark Chow, coordinator of the 1980

Summer Institute; and Patricia Yee, who was using this evaluation project

to satisfy a couIrse requirement at the University of Southern California.

Data was collected three times. A questionnaire was distributed to all

participants on the first day_ of the Institute asking aboa their expec-

tenons. Another questionnaire was administered to all paiticipants

on the last day asking about their experiences at the Institute. Addi-

tional information was gathered during a discussionisession on the same

day.

In general,,all participants felt that the Institute was well organized

and the experience worthwhile. Comments were received about'the tight

schedules, the heat, and the accomodations. .The team teaching arrange-

ment of some courses, especial y when there were no lecturers staying

with the students for the durati n of the Institute, ,eceived negative

comments.

The complete evaluation report is reproduced in the appendix.

10 IL; ,
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Conclusion

The 1980 Summer Institute was a success and satisfied dts three major

objectives: (1) to enlarge the informal hetwork established by the 1979

Summer Institute partipants; (2) to create a forum for the excftange of

ideas; and (3) to increase the research skills'of participants.

,

The increasedjiumber of'applicants and participantp this year indicated

the grOwth of the project. Many of the participants indicated that they

found out about theinstitute through past participants. All indicated

that they would tell others about the 1981 Institute in Hawaii and en-

courage these peopleto apply.

The internship pebgram was somewhat disappointing beca.use of the small

number of applicants. Although the three who'participated indicated that

they gained much from the experience 'and they would recommend the program

to others.

To evaluate the full impact of this project and the Minorities and Women's

Program, a longitudinal study is necessary. Participants should be tracked

at least five years to assess their gains due to their participation in the

project.
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t. PFT1CIPANT

(

Prof. Anefil R. Agbayani
345243-2 Kalilu St.
.Hbnolulu, HI 96819
f308) 845-6842 home.
108) 448-7348 work

Prof. Danilo T. Begonia
535 Moncada Way
San rrancisco, CA 94127
f,415) 333-2593 home
(415) 865-2504 work

DT. GertrUde$ A. Bersola
607 Travis Blvd.

Fairfield, CA 94533
(07) 426-0109 hone
(707) 422-6073.work

DT. Rosita A.P. Biron
544 S. Taylor

Oak Park, IL 60304
(312) 383-8971 home
(312) 996-5627 mot*

Mt. qui-Ming (Bill) Chang
PO Fox 1025
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 377-3139 home
(405) 372-1999 work

Ms Carolyn M. Fong
4465 Pinon St.
Concord, C. 94521
(415) 825-0205

Prof. Nelson C. Fong
Box 91

Sinclair, ME 04779
(207) 543-6269 bone
,(207) 764-0311 work

Ms. Yoshimi M. Harsel
6536 27th Ave.
Seattle , WA 98115
(300,522-1848

Ms Mary A. Haskins
Box 2478 CS

, Pullman, wA 99163
(309) 332-2327 hone
(509) 335-4511 work

ktr Glenn T. Hiratac
2585 Dole St. B-120,

r Hale Noeloni
Honolulu, HA 96822

\\
(808) 448-8124 work

Dr. Ditk K. Hsieh
1519 Lindale Circle
Norman, OK 73069
(405) 564-3222 hone.
(405) 325-3806 work

ar. Grace (?on Bee Hsu
1035 W. Main
Galesburg, IL 61401
t509)'343-2888 home
(309) 343-0112 work

Ms Carol R. lu
1326 Federal Ave. 43
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213) 473-3704 home
12131 825-29-4

Ms Yvonne Chan
6343 Robio Ave.
Van Niuys, ,CA 1.40('

1213) 994-'216 SNNt
(213) 342-11413 work

BEST COP
EIXJCATION

Ph:5, political science
Univ. of Hawaii .

fbnolulu, Hawaii

.Ph.D candidate
bilingual/bicultural ed.
Stanford Univ.
Stanford, CA

Doctora,te, humanology
ana vitology
State Univ. of die
Philippines,

Doctor or Education
Centrp'tscolar Unav
Panili,'Philippines

Ed.D candidate-
Reading Education
Oklahoma State Univ./
Stilluater , OK

Masters in Nursing, R.N.
Pediatric Specialization
Univ. of Calif.
San Francigto, CA )

Ph.D, statistics and
measurement
Univ. of Nebraska

Ph.D candidate
schoo1 of Education
Univ. of Washington '

, Educational Psychology
,

Ph.D candidate
Counseling Psychology
Washington State Univ.
Pullman, WA

. .

M.Ed in Educational
Psrchology
Univ. of Hmaii
Honolulu, HA

4.047

gh.D in SeCondary
Admindstration and
Curriculum

, University of Oklahoma

Ph.D in Curriculum and
Instruction in Education

-Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

DSW candidate
Univ. of Calif.
Los Angeles, CA

\\Ph.D candidate
Special Education
UCLA
Los Angeles,)IN

EMPLOMENT RESEARCH IYTERESTS

Asst. Prof. and Director
Operation Monona
College of Education
Univ. of FfiWaii

Asst. Prof, Asian Studies
San Francisco State
(on leave)

Instructor,

F-S adult school

Asst. Prof otEducation
Univ. of Illinois
Chicago, IL

r)

Instructor, pediatrics
erritt College
Oakland, CA

Assoc. Professor
Univ. of Maine
Presque Isle, ME

Counseling Asst. .

Student counseling cenref
Washihgton State Univ!
Pullman, WA

A ,

Gradate Assistant
College Opportunities Prot,

Program Coordinator
Special Student Cdncerns
Project
Oklahoma City, OK

Asst. Prof of Education,
Knox College
Galesburg, IL

4

Ethnic studies,
tross-cultural
education

Psychology of
bilingualism .

Socio-psyche.

,t linguistics

MUlti-cultural
curricUlup ,

Asian mental health

Programs

educational research
ard statistics

4

Asian adolescent
health issues

educational measurement.

educational researh,
psychonetrics

self concepts and
assertiveness ip
AsiarrAmericans

Psycho-social development
social cognition
research methodology

educational research
on Asian Americans

multicultural and
bilingual education

Research Assoc. Indo-Chinese program
Asian American Studies development, women
Center
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA

Special Education zpec;a1 education'
Resource advisor ind exceptional
Los Angeles Unified :hildren. multi-
School District :ultural studies
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t PARTICIPANT

Dr. Jerry Chin-Li Huang
12 Irene Lane, North
Plainview, N.Y. 11303
(516) 931-4627 home
(12)-673-8896 work

Ms Kristina Inn
:113 Rouna Top Drive
Hondlulu, ,10 96822
(808) 949-1212 hone
i8081 947=3366 work

Mr. Henry Jung
SI Westland Ave.
Boston, MA '02115
(617) 266-7986 hone
(617) 267-6744 work

Dr. Jitendra M. Kapoor
4325 Springwood Trail
Indianapolis, IN 46208

(317) 293-2325 home
(317) 264-7263 work

.4s Jean Kim
44.Thorndyke St

, Springfield, MA 01118

1413} 733-5257 home
(413) 545-0333 work

Dr.,Akeni Kikumira
5127 San Feliciano Dr.
Woodland Hills, OA 91364
(215) 346-6584 home

Ir. Peter C.Y. Leung
Asian American Studies Dept.
University of Calif.'', Davis

Davis, CA 95616
(916) 758-0568,hcme
(016) 752-2356 work

.

Ms Dais); T. Lu

5015 S. Ferdinand St.
Seattle NA 98118

(206) 725-7949 home
'503) 248-6813 viark

Mr Eiji %raki,
1369 E. Hyde Park'81vd.

41010
Chicago, IL 60615
(312) 493-9020 hone
(312) 97%71536 work

Di: lames K. Okutsu
Asian American Studies
San Francisco State Univ
1600 HollowayAve.
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-1064

Mr Paul M. ong
2209 Jefferson 42
Berkeley, CA 94703

,1151 841-6512

-DT. Vijaya K. Samaraweera
Aust4 205
fiarvardLaw School
Cambridge, MA 02138

-'6I7) -29-0349 hone

,6I-) 495-3148 work

Mr Leslie Wong
5616 East 141st St.
Puyallup, wA 9831
(206) 537-6181 home

(:06) 964-6581 Nork

BEST COPY MINABLE
EDUCATICN

a.

Ed.D in counselihg, guidance
and student personnel
Univ. of Rochester
Rochester, N.Y.

MA in anthropology
, Univ. of. Hawaii ,
janoa, HA

Ph.D candidate in
counseling psychology
Uniy. of Massachusetts
AmherSt, MA

Ph.D in sccial.work
Luchnow Univ., India
Post-doc research
Dept of Cteemication
Michigan State,Univ.

Ph.D candidate ln
counseling psychologY.
-Univ. of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA

EMPLOYMEIT RESEARai INTEREsrs

Bilingual Guidance counselor
Seward Park High School
New York,. N.Y.

Curriculuth Developer
Hawaii State Multicultural
Awareness Project
Univ. of Hawaii

'Bilingual career and
financial Counselor
Talent Search Program
Boston, MA

Ph.0 in anthropology
University of California
Los Angeles, CA

MS in environmental
haritculture
Univ. of Calif. Davis
Diploma of EdUcation
Northcote EducatiOn College
Hong Kong

Ph.0 candidate j..n reading
and language arts-

Ph.0 candidate in
educatiomal measurement,
evaluation and statisticsN
Univ. of Chicago
Chicago, IL

J1,from Univ of Calif. .

Hastings College of Law
San Francisco, CA

Ph.0 candidate in
economics
Univ. of California
3erkeley, CA

Ph.D from
University of Oxford
Oxford, England

MS in experimental
psychology
Eastern Washinzton
Universirv
-Cheney, NA

AssOc. Prof.

. Indiana Univ. School of
Social Mork .

Indianapolis,IN

Asst. Direciof
Student Dev. and Counseling

Center
Univ. of Massachusetts

Instructor, Lecturer,
AsianAmerican Studies

x University of Southern

CalifoAnia
Los Aegeles, CA

Direttor, Asian Studies

NW=
Univ. of Calif. Davis

cross-cultural
studies

educational eesearch
curriculum development

research in social
issues, comunity
service; violence in
Asian Americans

curriculum development
and resource material .

develpoment

4
Asian American
identity development

Japanese acculturation,
ethnic families

Cantonese instructional
cUrriculun development,

Curriculun Specialist reading

NorthArst Regional Educational
tab
Portlasid, Oregon A

Lecturer
Asian American Studies
San Francisco State
San Francisco, CA

u

Fellow in Law and
History
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, MA

Consultant
Asian American gliance
Tacama, NA

curriculum

bilingual education
evaluation

historical, statistical
- and attitudinal studies
on Asian Americans

statistical research
on Asian Americahs

History and education
in Sri Lanka and
Ceylon

\sian American
mental health,
ethnic student
pefformance in
camminitv college



t PARTICIPANT

Ms Annie C. Tsang
i 13 Dimcan St.

Waldwick, NJ 07463
. (301) 147-3220 home

- (212) 5924883 work

Qr. Eduard T. Uveno
535 Everet
Palo lito, CC 94301

Dr. Culzura I. Villaflor
4811 Rosewood Ave.
Los Angeles, CA '90004
(213) 462-4925 home
(213) 385-0905 work

Dr. Eugene F.'Wong
1049 LiFonda.Dr.
Las Cruces, 44 88001
(SOS) 522-1423 home

MS Gayle S. Ymmasaki
3724 llth NW
Albuquerque, f S7107
(505) 354-6771 home
(505) 277-391' work

Ms Mia D. Yee
Dept of Psych. Yale Univ:
&ax 1141, Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(303) 71-7-7490 home

(203) 436-192 work

Ms Patricia A. Yee
9591 Duke?..Dr.-___.

Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 531-8956 home ,

(714) Q-7790 work

Ms Sandra D. Yuen
2295 Columbia St.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(4151 326-5984 home

, (415) 941-9550 work

Ms (1race P. Yun

174 ;Davis St.

Hamden, CT 06517
(203) 624-9367 hcme
p2031 436-2646 work

4 Mr Caty F Yung
14575 SW Nalker Rd. 44

Beaverton, OR 97055
(603) 646-0103 home
(503) 248-6975 work
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Introduction
rr4

The Second Slimmer Ingtitute for-Educational Research on
_

\...

- i. ,

Asian-Americans, held July 7 through 18, 1980, was sponsored,by the Asian-
.

American Bilingual Center, Berkeley Unified School District; hosted

by the'School of Education, Boston.University; and supported by a grant

f,rom the National Institute of Education, Departmemt of Education.

The stated objective of. the Institute was to encourage and increase

partioipation of Asian-Americans iiilleducatiogal resear& Specifically,

1

. the Institute sought to a) encourage the informal network of Asian-

American educational researchers, b) create a forum far the exchange

of knowledge and discussion Of challenging problems, c) increase

research skilts, and d) develop grantsmanship skills the

participants.

A variety of activitIes were planned to attain these objectiyes.

They consisted of:

I. A series of lectures and teminars In-Which educational research
was approached,from differgnt perspectives: bilingual educa-

tion, language research, ethnography, and quantitative methods
in policy analysis;

2. A number of informal coffee hours in the mornings to qive
particOoants an opportunity to discuss issues'with spetial

guests;

3. A special intensive workshop in grantsmanship offered by the
National Association for Asian- and Pacific-American Edycation
(NAAPAE).

- A full day of activities included a)morning coffee hour at 8:30

and a two-hour seminar at 10:00; then after lunch another two-hour

S

seminar was held

)

,, and a wo-hour lecture at 3:00. The special grantsmen-
.

ship workshops were on everal weeknights and on weekends. A more
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detailed description and schgdule of these activities are included in

Append ix -A.

The number of participants varied somewhat as some arrived late

and others had to leave eariy. However, there were approximately 39

participants, most wer4f Asran-American background, a few of Eurasian,

and one of Asian-Mexican.

Purpose of the Evaluation

A
The purpose of this evaluation is tHreefold. One is to gather

information to aid in reporting the results of this year's Institute

to fhe funding agency. Second: it is the special intent of this

evaluation to gather information for the planning of next year's,Sum

T

er

Institute which hes.been scheduled to tallt\place in Hawaii. Final,W,

this evaluatiqn seeks to gather information on the possible direction

and future role of the Institute after next year.

Questions which guided the collection bf data for each of the

evaluation purposes are listed below. Of course, each of the questions

may be considered under more than one evaluation purpose.

1. To aid in reporting to the funding ncy:

a. Were there any significant outcomes of the Instiiute?

b. If so, what were they?

c. If not, what might the problems have been?

2. Ta-aid in 4ext year's Institute planning: -

a. Were the goals of the Iristitute appropriateJ/relevant?

b. Did the planned activities contribute toward accomplishing
the goals?

c. Who should be included as participants?
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3. To aid in projecting the Institute's role and direction:

. Is there a need for an Institute such as this with these
.60given objectives?

0.

b. What could be the role of an Institute such as this in

relation to other Asian-American educational interest group0
.

Design of the Evaluation

The design of the evaluation and evaluation instr4ments was a

joint effort by the three members of the evoJuation committee which -

. included Mark Chow, Coordinator of the Institute; Amefil Agbayani, a
,

participant this year who will be coordinating the Insti.tute in Hawaii

,bext year; and Patricia Yee, ancather participant.
,

1

There were three opportunities to gather evaluation data. Once
/

arY;the beginning of. the Institute and twice at the end. For the first
,

,

two)times, questionnaires were distributed to the participants. The
,

.

,

finál time was a discuIsion among the pOrticipants, led by the Director

of thd- Institute with some of the seminar leaders present. Given that
..!

th participants were quite familiar with the Rurposes and,procedvres

of evaluations and, oryhe whole, were quite verbal and willing to
,

volunteer information, it was decided that an open-ended format for

c

.1

the questionnaires, except where it would be expedient to use a.check 4

off question would be appropriate. Though a rating scale had been'
%

considered for the second questionnaire, it was decided that soliciting

comnents would allow for more constructive suggestions which-is one of

the primary purposes of the evaluation. A copy of the questionlnaires

can be found in Appendix B.
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The fiest questionnaire was distributed to each participant present

at the first coffee hour, which was the first.of the regular, planned

activities of the Institute. The questionnaire consisted of two questions.

The important one ,asked the participants to state two,. or three objectives

or goals they wished to meet by attending the .Ins,tiibte. The intent was

to see if the goals of the Institute and that of the participants were

congruent. That is, from the personal perspectiyes of each participant

-was the Institute's obdectives appropriate/relevant?- If not, thi6 would

probably affect partjcipants perception oLthe Insti;ute, what they)
, 4

would/would not benefit' from in the two weeks, and how they would evaluate

the Institute.

The second question regarding comments/suggestions about the

facil4ties, schedule, topics, and activities, was designed to give

partfcipants an opportimPty to express deny difficulties that they had

experienced or'anticipated so that the Director and/or his staff could

be of heir) in resoging. It turned out that the Director and his staff

were very flexible and helpful regarding any of the circumstances'over

which they could'control or influence as evidenced by some of the appre-
4

ciative comments on thd final questionnaire.

The second questionnaire was distributed to all participants

present aC the morning seminar on the second to the last day (the last

full day of activities). Participants were asked to complete the three-

page form and return it the next day during the closing session

discussions.This was a more comprehensive questionnair, covering

partrcipant background, the !fit between goals and the planned aotivities,

and the effects of the Insttuste.

2/

c`
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The closipg session discussions were Jledby the Direitor of the

institute with two members of the evaluatiOn committee taking notes

and only-minimally participating An the Aliscussion. The discussions

were wide ranging but centered primaril/y on the issues of the'need

,r
for the inStitute and the possible ro4/ of the institute'in relation

to other Asian-American education organizations.

\Findings of the Evaluation

The summary of the informaiion gathered will take two forms.

First, in this section the responses to the questionnaires will be

-summarized item by iteM in the order they appear. Then, in the next

sertion entitled "Discussion of the Findings," the information wilL be

discussed in terms oithe guiding questions of the evaludtion listed

under "Purpose of the Evaluation."

The First Questionnaire. Twenty-one questionnaires were returned;

the first two questions were completed.on all questionnaires except one.'

Table I gives the beeakdown of the responses to qtestion one by objective

and the ordinal position in which it was listed. Although participants'

4

were not asked to rank order of their, responses, it may still be of

interest to take,note of it, realizing that the first item listed may

often be the,most important to the person responding_

The results in Table I show that participant objectives and the
)

objectives of the Institute were almost identical. Of all the tesponses,

onl) three did nOt match'any of the Institute objectives. The objective

)

to create a forum for,the exchange of knowledge and discussion f

chalAenging,problems received the most meniion. However, tHe development



Table 1

Participant Objectives/Goals for Attending Institute

Goal

,

Position Listed Total

,

...

First Second Third/Fourth

a:, 9 2 4 , 16

tr"

_

4
.

10 -3 17

. .4-

:

9

establish contacts, meet other Asian Ap)ic n researchers

b: discuss issues and be informed of curren research

c: increase research skills

d: 'develop grantsmanship ski,lls



of an informal network ran asclose second and received over double the
,

,numbier of fir'st place votes. To increase,research skills and develop

grantsmanship skills both received the same number of mentions,.with

development of grantsmanship skills receiving slightly, more first place

mentions than either creation of a fo.tum or increasing research skills.

This may indicate that many came with the primary( expectation Of meet,ing

other Asian-American tesearchers and thOse working in the field of

education with a primarN concern for Asian-AmeriCans. Also, the high

proportion of first.place mention for those interested in the development

of grantsmahship skills may indicate'a need for this among professiOnals

in a certain aspect of research b'r who have reached a certain pOint in

their profession where this becomes a valuable skill.

The Second Questionnaire. Twenty-ninequestionnaireewere

complettd; Table 2 is a tally of how many participants responded to

eacK item. It is of interest to note that the two items whiCh recelved

the fewest responses, were item 10 and item 12 (fewer than even item 14
>T

which was provided for additional comments). These were the two negatively

phrased questions; "Which goals, activities, semihars might be improved

or eliminated?" and "What for you was not worthwhile?" This is not to

infer that these might be the only negative comments, but compared to

item 11, which asks "What did you find most-valuable?" These items

received ,much fewer comments. In fact; the summary of item 12 will

: show that half of the comments actually stated that nothing was not

worthwhile or that all, aspects of the,Institute were worthwhile. This

gives a general indication of the overall favorable tone of the

evaluation. Other indications include the many enthusiastic and positive

2
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Table 2

Tally of Number of Responses for Each Item

N =29

Item Number Number of Responses

1 29

2 29

3 28

4 28

5 26* (*who responded to
the questions, as asked)

6 29

7 24

8.1) 23

8:2) 27
as 8.3) 29

8.4) 25

8.5) 26

8.6) 25

8.7) 28

9 22

10 18

11 27
12 18

13 27

14 21

1
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comments which were volunteered.under Item 14, "Any additional comments,

etc.," and item 13, the ways in which the participants'/professional

interest, concerns, or performance were affected by the Institute.

Table 3 is a summary of the biographioftitems on the questionnaire,

items one to four. There were no particularly strong correlations

between parficipants' background and how they responded to the other

items. owever, there, was a slight tendency for participants with less

research-oriented and particularly with ess educational research back-

ground to want more interdisciplinary and cross-profea4ional (including

medical, counseling, and community based) representation and want to

broadeh the areas of concern to all Asian-American issues, not just

education. Conversely, many of those who felt there was a good mix of

academic disciplines and educatiokal levels or made no comment on item

seven were among these with educational and educational research background.

As expected, participahts' expertisArt certain areas led to higher

expectations from some of the seminars, lectures, and grantsmanship

workshops; however, this did not always correlate with the number of

years of education. Thert were among.those who had already earned a
.

doctorate those who felt that theiV horizons had been expanded, and

those who had masters degrees who felt some courses were too introductory.

The next three items were concerned with participant recruitment.

How did they learn about the Institute, what were the costs to them, and

who else should be included in the Institute? The intent was to see

what was the most effective means ofreachipg interested persons, how

to minimize the obstacles for increased partici'pation and towards which

groups or disdiplines to direct special recruitment efforts in the future.

2,/
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4 Table .3

Summary of Responden'ts' Background

. Item

1. Education:

4

(Items 1 to .4)

1,4= 29

Retponse Number

Doctorate received over fiVe years ago 7
Doctopte received less than five years

ago' 4 ,
.

.
Doctoral oandidates 15

Masters ' 3

2. Academic Discipline:

Educational PsychOlogy! Statistcs,
Measurement, 7

Curriculum and Instrucilomt. Bilinguat
Education, Asian-AmeriCid-Studies

Counseling Psychology-, 4

Psychology 4

Anthropology and Lingl,istics. 3

Political Science, Sociology 2

Social i&lfare 1.

idrsing EduCation 1

Economics 1

3 Ethnic Background:

Chinese 15

Japanese 5
Filipino 4

Mixed Heritage,including Asian 3

Korean 1

Unidentified 1

SeX:

Male
Female

Unidentified

1 2

16

30 .
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The responses for item five generally broke down into three

categories:

1. Direct mailing of A announcement and/or application.

2. By word-of-mouth.(over half was by someone associated with'
the Institute).

3. 31ndirect announcements which included posted annouricements
at pacticipants' institution, bilinguai-newsletters, ethnic
newspapers, etc.

Although it was not easy to classify some of the responses, below is

a summary of the breakdown.

1. Direct Mail: 4

2. Personal Contacts: 11

3. Indirect Announcement: 11

The responses to item six are summarized in Table 4, Family
k

responsibilities and financial sacrifices were the most significant

problems facing the participants. the latter would have been an even

greater problem if some of the,participants had not been helpedby

the stipends. This was (pecifically mentioned by at least three other

participants on thair questionnaire. Thus, one major Obstacle *could be

minimized if more fun s were made available to participants, particularly
-

if national rather than regional representation' i
(s

desirable. The othSr

problem of family responsibilities may possibly be linked with the length

of the Institute-, the longer-the Institute, the greater will be these

types of problerits. This wa$ a problem for proportionately more.women

than men, one-half and one-th.ird,_respectively.

Table 5 summarizes the responses to item seven. The comments
, ,

*

fall into VNO major 'citegpries; one-in which it-was'expressed that(the

combination of backgrounds was satisfactory,,another in w h specific
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Table 4

Problem Factcrs for Participants' Decisions
to Attend Institute

(Item 6)

Problem Number of Responses

a. Family responsibilities

b. Career responsibilities

c. '11nancial sacrifices

.d. Loss of vacation time

e. Loss cc time for research

f.- Other summer program offers

1

1

3

6

3

5

5

1

g. Other reasons:

Job conflict

- Not sure Institute would meet
My needs and vioe versa 2

4
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Table 5

*

*

Summary of Other Diviplines or Groups
that Should be Encouraged to Attend the Institute

(Item 7)

Disciplines
--

Communications
Business
Theology, Literature

.

Computer technology
Systems analysis
History
Cross-cultural Psychology
Media
Social Welfare

'Professions

r

Asian-American administrators
Doctors, Dentists, Lawyers .

Practitioners (other than teachers) working in the field
in various.disciplines related to education or Asian-

,
American issues
Social workers '

,Guidance counselors
Agency representatives from private organizations who work
for Asian-Americans

Ethnic Groups

Pacific Islanders
Indochinese
Korean

Regional Representation ..

Researchers anti practitioners from East Coast and Midwest
%

None Other

Related disciplines well represented
-i' Scope wide enough

Good group and good combination
Like make-up of Ph.D.'s and Ph.D. candidates

"b.

)

L
Is

*p

!
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ligroups or disciplines we e lacking. As noted, there waspa slight

tendency for educationaresearch-oriented participants to comment in

the former categog.

. Item eight asked the participants to evaluate the content and format

for each of the Institute's activities in light of the goals of the

Institute. A summary of the evaluation of each activity follows.

8.1 First Day Activities:

There were many positive comments regarding the first/day activities.
They centered on the opportunities to meet and mix with the other partici-
pants, especially during the wine and cheese reception. The orientation
time was also thought to be helpful.

However, there were some who felt that the dax.'s activities
should have been more organized and substantive. It was felt.that
there was a lack of structured socializing activities to help in
developing group rapport early in the Institute. Thus, the majority
of the suggestions made reflect a desire to use the first day to become
well acquainted with each other and each one's respective areas of

.3 interest. Some specific suggestions include more structured situations,
such as formal introductions and ice-breaking activities; less formal
contexts such as a dinner party or a gathering at the dorm..

A couple of the suggestioes dealt with the registration time.
One asked that each instructor be allowed to give a brief presentation
of the course for'all the participants before they had to pick the
course to register for; the other suggested that thp registration time

a be condensed.

8.2 Coffee Hours:

A V

A,majority enjoyed the coffee hours for the fellowing reasonsi

I. The objectives to develop a network and create a forum for
discussion were achievald through 'this discussion.

2. The topics were relevant.
a

3. Allowance for presentations from participants was given.

4. This activity tapped areas-which none of the others did.

5. Both guest speakers and participant presentations were
organized.

(311
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Some suggestions include:

- 1. Start later and stay on schedule; 9:00 a.m. is a better

starting time

2. Utilize participants even more; allow time toNhear about
participants' dissertations, research, etc.

3. Have less structure and more interaction.

4. Announce guest speakers' topics ahead of time so,that questions
can be prepared for interaction.

8.3 Seminars:

Language Seminar

Generally, this seminar was described as good. However, several

of the participants mentioned that there,were too many lecturers and
as a result, the materials were noEt well-organized nor integrated. .

One participant suggested that usrng "advance" in the course title
,

was misleading sincE the lectures were mostly introductory overviews.

Ethnography

Comments on this seminar ranged from,"good" to "excellent!"
Participants felt that:

1. The contents and activities were well organized and relevant.

2. The teaching method crplemented the subject matter,of the
course.

3. The goal of increasing participants' research skills was mpt.

4 sood overview was given.

5. The instructor was personable and exciting.

Quantitative Methods

Many of the participants stated that this was a good seminar,
providing thought provoking ideas and substantial data and exposure to
important resources for future study. However, there were a couple of
participants that felt some-of the lectures were unorganized or too
superficial and "fuzzy" with the data analysis. Some suggestions

for format include:

1. . More time for practice and discussion.

2. Better integration of materials by the three lecturers.

3. Better organization of handout materials so that they could be
read before class.

y 3 :j -401
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Bilingual Research Methods

Some partitipants found this seminar helpful in various ways:

1.41 Useful for pre-disseration students in developing their
proposal.

2. Helpful in developing the "right attitude" toward research
in the Asian American area.

3. Helpful in learning about how to improve i-esearch.

4. Helpful in providing insights- into bilingual educational issues.

Some difficulties mentioned include:

I. Too many methodological issues discussed at one time.

2. Contents not well integrated.

3. A need forca"more systematic approach to discussion of issues.

4. A need for better Prepared and critical discussants such as
Ruby Takanishi.

,

8.4 Guett Lectures:

On the whole, participants enjoyed the lectures. They wire
described as inspirational, stimulating, informative, good opportunities
for expanding one's academic horizons.

However, opinions on the selection of topics varied according to
personal interest. Suggestions included:

1. Covering more disciplines, e.g., mental health and counseling.

2. Having more lectures on metAbdology rather than theory.

3. Using expertise of more of t,he Institute's participants.

4. Having more representation of entire behavioral science domain.

5. Addri'ssing issues where research is neede.d.,

6. Not duplicating seminar materials. Focusing more on general
problems rather than focus on personal research.

7. Focusing more on general problems rather than focus on personal'
research.
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Format and sc during suggestions inc41de:

1. More inte1ction between participants and lecirer. .

2. Changing hour of lecture--3:00 p.M. is not a/gdbd hour for
attentive participation especially after two seminars and a
cof ee hour speaker.

Granstmar(ship Workshop:,

This was one area where previous background and level of exPectatiorls
of participants had much to do with how worthwhilene course was.
liowever, regardless of background or expectation, the parficipants
thought the course was interesting and a good idea. ThOse having had
little exposure thought the course was excellent, helpful, practical,
well-orNnized, and worth squeezivg into an already tight time schedule.
Several made ,special mention of the good job by the instructor.

Suggestions and comments offered by the others include:

1. Addressing the,development of research proposals as well as
program proposals since many of the participants are researchers;
an example would have been o use the NIE "Instructional
Features* RFP with the Aug t 10 deadline as a proposal project.

r-

2. Covering more advanced techniques.

3. Allowing more time to develop proposals and receive feedback.

4. .Spreading sessions over a longer period; too intense as it
was given--many were very tired.

8.6 Interaction:

'The overwhelming response was that the interaction was fruitful,
rewarding, stimulating, and in general very good ih accomplishing
goals to develop an informal network and a forum to discuss issues.
Several went so far as to say that this was one of the best, if not
the best, features of the Institute. Suggestions includd:

1. Making more time available for interaction.

2. More structured/organized time for interaction.

3. More interaction between staff an&participants.
Air

8.7 Facilities and Schedule:

The'facilities were judged to be somewhat disappointing. There
were complaints of lack of air conditioning in both the dorms and
meeting rooms, and other inconveniences. One suggestion was to have
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the eating facilities in the same building as the meeting rooms in
order to save.time and provide continuity if discussions were to
extend over lunch. -

//

Most of the participants felt that the scheduling was too tight.
However, some thought it had to be this way given.what the Institute
wanted to accomplish. Others felt that pertiaps this was too ambitious
although all of ihe planned activities were interesting. What some
of the participants would like to see the schedule allow for are:

1. More time.t.o prepare for class and to pursuing related special
interests.

2. More tirr,te for personal reading and writing.

3. More time to organize among the participants who had common
interests.

4. More time to take in the sights at the site of the Institute
(i.e., oston University and Roston).

Items nine and ten gave participants an opportunity to address

the Institute's goals as well as its activities. It was expected that

there might be some.overlap of these responses to 'those found in item

eight; however, the responses to specific points asked in items nine

and ten were desired.

9.0 Additional Goals and Activities/Seminars:

The suggestions for additional goals and activities/seminars were
rather wide-ranging and perhaps can best be summarized under three of
the Institute's objectives and an additional one which calls for
the development of proposals or projects during the course of the
Institute.

Under Encouragement of an Informal Network, the following suggestions
can be grouped:

1. Applicants should send 3 x 5 picture acpompanied by a biography
which should be posted on a bulletin board at the Institute,
or some time should be provided for this type of presentation.

2. A formal network of communication should be organized to keep
participants in touch with the Institute and allow more oppor-
tunities for participation in follow-up,events under this
Institute's direction.

3 o

v
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Ulder Creation Of a FOrum, the following suggestions can be
grouped:

1. More opportunities for interactive exchanges.

1

2. Formal presentations by participants oftheir current and past,
research, disseration, proposal, etc.

3. Invitation to Aslan-American researchers whose research interest
are not'on Asian-Amer.icen issues.

4. More definitive focus on social aspects other than education,
cutting across As,ian-American life style.

5. Greater variety. of subject areas for seminar/guesi lectures

6. More Asian-Amerlcan speakers on the topic of political
cohesiveness with ethnic groups.

7 Announcement of services and'organizations in local area of the
Institute'and time for those interested to vi- it those
places in their respective area's of work

8.

,1

Under Development of'llesearth Skills, the following suggestions can'
can be grouped:

More speakers from the local communitr-not ust academicians.

1. Address methodological problems specific.to Asian-Americans in
areas suth as sample selection, measureMent issues, and cross-
cultural fictors. ,

2.
;
Discuss solutions as well as problems in research design and
procedures.

3. Proiide,courses in cros/s-cultural research, methodology,
cognitive development (pcist-Piaget), writing for publication,
statistical methods:

4. Devote parts of seminars to basics, especially in economics
and sociology, so that thoe without a background in these areas

can also benefit.

Under Development of a Product, the following suggestions can be
grouped:.,

1. -Proyide consultant time with some of Institute organizers on
pressing proposal topics so that participants can pool
resources and expertise to start writing.
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2. Allow special interest groups to pursue in depth the dr.afting
of proposal& and formation of research groups.

3. Apply research and grantsmanship skilJs.

10.0 Improvement/Elimilcation of Goal Activities/Seminars:

Mos/ responses to these items addressed the improvement or
elimination of specific activities rather than goals. Among tha
tuggestions are:

1. Grantsmanship:

- separate from Institute "schedule wise"'
- extend skills

2. Coffee hours:

change to have participants presenting research and
background

--

-', have it in the afternoon for flexibility, i.e., optional
attendance

3.. Seminars:

- include a seminardesigned specifically to exchange research
ideas, critique other's work, develop research ideas

include topics which cover disciplines that participants
represent

have bilrrigual seminar take a different,Approach or more
varied format--perhaps more lecturing; revieyq ses&ion
in statistics on first day would be helpful as well, as a
free afternoon in second week for research discussion,
planning, and writing for special focus pertainin l. to
group interest

include two or three methodologies and then <have lectures
on various topics ,

incJude more diverse areas in quantitative methods

4. Afternoon lectures:

- do not have seminar lecturers as guest lectuC.ers as well
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5. Interacti-on:

- allow one day sight-seeing tour

- have free afternoons

include more large group social activities in the beginning

,

Among the actsivities that could be,eliminated, several participants
mentioned the coffee hour and afternoon lecture.

A couple of general suggestions are that there be some focus in
specialized interest areas for those interested and provision for
contact with first-year institute participants, i.e., an,alumni main
list.

The next series of questions were designed t tap some of the

intended and unintended outcome of the Institute and any genelAi

problems which could not be addressed in the prev.ious questiOns.

Item 13 is of-carticular interest since this is the ultimate test of

the success of this Institute--how, if at all, the participants were

professionally affected by the In?ititute.

11.0 Most Valuable:

'The statements xegarding what was most valuable about the Institute
can be clustered along the four original objectives of the Institute,
each objective receiving many favorable comments. This tends re indi-
cate that the Institute was quite successful in meeting its oblbctives.

Many appreciated the networking process, allowing them to meet
other Asian-Americans on a professional as well as personal level in

bop formal and informal contexts including spontaneously organized
sRcial events. A by-product of this networking and interaction is
the fostering ofencouragement and confidence in one's ability in an
area of research.

Also highly valued were the opportunitLefrtfkr die exchange-of ideas
,

and problems, for the exposure to bilingual IssLies, and for the
interaction while working on research projects. The seminars and
lectures were both forums for exploring challenging probledis and
opportumities for improving and expanding the participant research
skills.

,11
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Finally, the grantsmanship- workshop was mentioned quite a few times
specifically as being the most va.-1.uab1 experienct-:-.)

12.0 Not Worthwhile:
fts

Of the 18 responses to this item, only nine commented on aspects
of the Institute that were not worthwhile; the other nine either stated
that there were no unwOrthwhile aspects or all aspects were-Worthwhile.'
Also, in contrast to the 27 respOnses Pointing out maluable aspects
of the Institute only nine pointed out some unworthwhile aspects; Again,
this is a good indication that tir )nstitute was fa.irly successful in

benefiting the participants.

Some of the negative aspects mentioned included the _following.
A couple of the participants felt that the coffee hours were noi
worthwhile. More did not consider some of the afternoon lectures
beneficial. Some'felt some of the lectures were at introductory
level, especially,in the language acquisition seminar. One participani
,elt that personally, the grantsmanship workshop was too elementary.

Another thought that the Institute should concentrate more on desion
and'research techniques rather than theoretical issues from different
disciplines.

13.0 Professionally Affected':

There was a noticeable absence of negative responses to this item.
-Rather, the comments were very enthusiastic and hopeful. Most comMents
can be categorized 'under one or more of the following headings which
are illustrated by quotes from participant responses to give a flavor
for each..

I. Opening up new areas of research/research methods

"Have gotten many new ideas, refined ideas, researchable
ideas."

11
I learned about na uralistic research and fit it

tailor-made to my interes s in Asian-American research and
will use it in the classroom for student projects . . ."

"Have widened scope of research topics of interest and
concern to my teaching areas."

"Has fgrther inspired interest in.other research areas I
never considered before."

2. Receiving new motiviation, confidence"or reinforcement for
-one's own research

"I became more confident, i.ndependent!"
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"I'll do the same things, basically, but the Institute
, certainly motivated me to keep at it.

"It encouraged me very much to continue and to advance in
the di$cipline of Asian-American (studies)."

"I'm very much ericouraged,by the fact that a group such as
the Summer Institute participants have lots of talents and
professionalism to support areas 'of Tesearch and interest
sand share concerns and strategies to deal with bilingual
teaching and learning issues."

3. Developing a new concern for Asian-American issues

"I am now more concerned with Asian-American affairs and will
direct sohle of my research effort toward the Asian-American
population."

. . I'm now more than ever decided on f.ocusing my research .

interests on Asian-American educational concerns."

"Has broadened my research interest to topics concerning
Asian-Americans."

4. Developing a network

"Halle good contacts with people interested in my research-
professional field."

"Establishment of a very supportive community and network
amongst fellow Asian-Americans provides a necessary base of
information/help for me, to rely upon in,work."

" . . I also wish to keep in contact with several people I

met here who share similar.aspirations and professional concerns:"

Finally, in the spirit of the open-ended format of the questionnaire,

Item 14 was provided for open-ended comments. Many used the opportunity

.1

to summarize their experiences in erpthusiastic, superlative terms. For

example:

"This has been a very valuable experience for me both persenally
-- and educationally. Thank you,: I do hope tko see you nex,t year."

"I.am thankful to have been part of the Institute. I hope to keep
in tluch with some of the participants and to make contributions
to future institutes and research effort."

"Very good organization. It was a pleasant experience! Thank you."
. .



l'Attending the Institute was a very positive expe-ience both
pertonally and professionally--truly unique!"

"Love the networking process!"

"One of the best experiences in my life!"

"Fascinating Group Dynamics."

"Great Institute!!"

Others, fewer innumber, had some suggestions to make. Some of

those not already mentioned in retponse to a previous item include the

following:

"Spread out stipends across the board?? Some of us got pinched
pretty hard. Mail and phone arrangements were inefficient."

"Summer Institute Echoes or Newsletter as a follow-up for expanding
or extending the network concept of 1) pooled resources and infor-
mation of ongoing research projects, 2) research proposals which
need expertise involvement, and 3) job opportunities in teaching
and research for Asian-Americans."

*
"At least one seminar should focus on how different disciplines
view and analyze a common problem/issue."

Closing Discussion

This discussion, led by the Director of the Institute, was attended

4
by a majority of the participants. Many different participants expressed

their opinions so that the discussion could not be characterized as
,441,11,

being, dominated by a few only.

The discussion centered around aspects of the th,eme: "Where do

we go from here?" Some addressed the issue of maintaining and continuing

to develop the network; some on the agenda/format of the next Institute; some

on the future role of the Institute, especially as it relates ta other

Asian-American educational interest groups--speckfically NAAPAE and the

-newly formed AERA special interest group.

4 4,i
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It was felt that it was important tb maintain and continue to

develop the network begun at the Institute. Suggestions included:

1. Organizing itate-level networks and as a further step; developing
cooperative proposals.

2. Establishing an Institute Newsletter or piggy-backing on an
existing newsletter.

'

3. Establishing new areas of getting together or contacting past
Institute participants and future ones.

4. Forman.), organiziing t,he informal network at next year's

Institute.

Concerning the next' Institute, some of the points reiterated from

the questionnaire and emphasized were that:

1. There should be more information about participants and more
opportunities to utilize their expertise.

2. In addition to the seminars which provide basic training, the
participants should be encouraged to work on a proposal or
research project so that there is by the end of the Institute,
a tangible product.

Li

3 Some of the interactions among the participants should be
structured into smaller groups based on common interests,
such as academic discipline, ethnicity, methodological
problems, etc.

4. Kore practitioners and community services people should be
included.

Also, the Director offered some tentative ideas for the next Institute

to which the group reacted. He suggested a four-week Institute divided

into two two-week sessions. Therst session would be a grantsmanship

workshop during which participants would develop a proposal. The

second *session would consist of seminars. Two courses which he had,

in mind included a statistics course and a research project in which

participants would have an opportunity to go out and collect data in
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actuel school settings. Most participants felt that they could not be

available for a four-week Institute. There was also some doubt as to

the profitibility of a statistics course which could be taken at any

academic .institution. Given the special nature and limited time of the

Institute some felt that seminars should be geared to subjects which are

of particular Asian-ATerican interest and/or are difficult to firld in

moi-t academic institutions. However, the research project idea was

favorably received.

Finally, the goals and possible role of the Institute were

discussed. There was a general consensus that the goals of this

year's Institute were still valid and that perhaps two others could

be included. They were tht 1) tangible products in terms of proposals

and research projects could be produced during the Institute and

2) job and career opportunities be made available and known through

the'Institute.

,The possible role of the Institute was discussed in relationship

to other Asian-American ducational interest organizatio9i such as

NAAPAE and AERA Special Interest Group. It was brought out that the

Institute was needed and important because it differed from the others

in some of the following ways:

1. The Institute allows participants to be more actively involved
whereas one tends to be more of a passive listener at conferences.

2. The Institute has an Asian-American focus whereas at educational
conferences such as AERA and bilingual conferences very few
Asians are present.

3. The length and structure of the Institute allows for more
in depth interaction, including topic development and feedback.

4 6



4. 'The Institute allows for development and critique of budding
dissertation proposals and professional consultation and
exchange in a supportive atmosphere.

5. The Institute has more of a forum function rather than an
advocacy purpose which some special interest groups do.

6. Whereas conferences tend not to have an interdisciplinary
approach, the Institute allows participarits in education-
related disciplines such as economics, political science,
anthropology, etc. to gain new perspectives in their disciplines
and at the same time contribute to education in areas such as
educational policy and methodology.

In addition to these ways in which the Institute differs from

some of,the other A>sian-American educational interest organizations,

it was suggested that the Institute could have a dissemination and

clearinghouse function or could possibly be the mesearch and training

arm of NAAP*. The advantages of the latter is that the two do seem

to have complementary objectives, NAAPAE already an established and

recognized organization. Kowever, it was pointed out that NAAPAE has

Ro staff as _such to operationalize the concept; e.g., apply for a

block grant and subcontract out for training, research, and clearing-

house activities.

Though there weee no specific conclusions, there did exist a

unanimous consensus regarding the experienced benefit and great

potential for the future of the Institute. Afterwards, some voiced

- the desire to write the next proposal for'the continuation of the

Institute after the summer of 1981:

Discussion of the Evaluation Findings

The discussion of the findings will be organized around the

guiding questions listed in a previous section entitled, "Rurp-oses of

4 i
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the Evaluation." In a summary fashion, the significant outcomes,

relevancy of the opals, activities, and background of the participants,

and the role of the Institute will be discussed.

There were many encouraging-indications that significant outcomes

resulted from the Institute. A majority of,the participants commented

on the value of the various aspects o the Institute while very few

found something unworthwhile about which to comment (see discus§ion of

i-tAer; 11 to 14). In additidh, various of the objectives of the Institute

were met for many participants. And, most significantly, many partici-

pants were affected professionally in terms of realizing potential new

areas of research; receiving new motivation, confidence or reinforce-

ment forNtheir'present research endeavors; developing a new concern for

Asian-American issues;,establishing a personal network and feeling a

part of a supportive communify of Asian-American professiqnals in

educatiep or an education-related discipline.

The goals of the Institute seem to be appropriate and relevant as

they niatched particip t expectations in the first questionnaire given

at ,the very beginning 6f the Institute and continued to be regarded as

appropaiate by the end of the Instiiute when discussed in the second

questionnaire (item 10) and the closing session. The activities, on

the whole, seemed to have contributed oward atcomplishing the Institute's

objectives. However, one overriding rlroblem seems to have been too many

activities attempted although all of them were thought to be beneficial.

If it were necessary to eliminate an activity, the participants would

'Probably opt to drop the afternoon lectures and as a second step

'16
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perhaps restructure the coffee hour to a later time with more contri-

butions by participants concerning their own research or dissertation

proposal. )

Some specific sugoestions for changes were given for the activities

in items 8-11,, such as the need for more integration in the format of

the seminkrs which had more than one lecturer. However, many of the

suggestions and comments from other items can be summed up in three

encompassing ideas.

One, there seems to be the desire on.the part of some participarits

to broaden the issues and topics of the Institute to all Asian-Amecican

issues, education being one of them and perhaps a central one. This

may not have been a conscious idea among the participants but perhaps

a natural outgrowth of the interdisciplinary baCkground of the parti-

cipants. The comments in item 7 for more practitioneers (other than

teachers), social welfare and community seh/ices, medical, and legal

representation tend to suggest this as well as some specific comments

that Asian-American issues should be the,focus of the Institute. Although

there does appear to be a need to focus on Asian-American issues, it

becomes a policy question as to the scope andfr.focus of the Institute.

,

Whether the emphasis be on Asian-American i,ssues, educational research

issues, or specifically Asian-American educational research issues, this

may need to be clarified and ar4ilified for future Institutes:

Two, there is a general theme runnihg through the responses from

item .8 on and that is there should have been more opportunities for

active participation on the part of participants, especially n sharing
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their ideas and areas of expertise. Many commented on the untapped

resources among the group-for lecture or coffee hour presentations, the

d6sire for more time to meet and interact in special interest groups,

and more interaction and consultation time 4eturers and special

guests at the Institute. These are well-taken comments given the

caliber and initiative of this particular group of participants which

were quite apparent by the end of the Institute. However, in making

this suggestion for future Institutes, several things need to be kept

in mind. First of all, these comments were made with hindsight by a

particular group which spent the most part of two weeks together

congenially and found that there was still much to learn about one

another: The next group of participants may not be as inclined. A

case in point is that, according to the director of the Institute, much

of-this year's Institute's schedule and activities were based on last

year's evaluation and experience. This year's group found new needs

and suggestions to make. What is exactly appropriate for next year's

group may be difficult to predict. Howevek, two things do stand out

as important in the planning: the application and screening process

and flexibility in the structure of the Institute.

It has been the experience of the Institute that the backgrounds

of the participants heavily influence the direction of the Institute.

An example Can be cited from the first Institute. According to the

director, the first Institute accepted applicants from diverse

backgrounds including classroom teachers and participants without some

research ba4ground. This turned out to be a problem because they were
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somewhat lost in some of the research and methodological discussions.

As a result, it was decided, for the next InstltOte, tO-screen for

participants with some research background and at least a masters level

education with first pr4(prity for applicants in education and then

education-related disciplines. This not only seemed to improve the

situation but probably was helpful in promoting participant interaction

and prompting suggestions for more time given to this type of activity.

Thus, careful attention will need to be paid to the decisions regarding

what the participant qualifications should be, who will receive grants

to attend, what special efforts will be made to contact particular groups,

and what channels of communication will be used for announcement of the

Institute.

Also impor=tant in the planning is to realize the need for flexibility

in scheduling and activity to accommodate spontanebus organization of

interest grOups and presentations. That is, the 'schedule should be set

up so that it does not stifle or drscourage spontaneity, but on the other

hand it should not be planned around spontatleous participailk interaction

which may not materialize.

Finally, a third recurring idea through the second questionnaire

and closing discussion was the suggestion for some tangible research

projects or proposals to result from the Institute. It was felt that

given the resources that the group had to pffer and given the rength

of time of the Institute, that is was not only possible,but a way of
411

maximizing the benefits of the Instituteto have some finished
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,cooperative products. The suggested.structure for working on these

projectS or proposals varied. Some included.individual effort, others

group efforts. Some suggested-organizing through the seminar, some

through the grantsmanship workshop, and still others through independently-

formed interest groups.

The closing session was dtvoted primarily to the discussion of the t
4

need for and future role of the Institute. Though many points were

brought up in favor of the Institute.% continuation, there wert no

specific conclusions as to the Institute's unique role in Asian-American

educational research. There were, however,*willing peuple to work on a

proposal for continuation of the Insiitute after 1981. This was the

optimistic note upon which the Institute closed.

7
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